REMINDER: Staple your homework. Homework is to be submitted to the TAs or to the locker in MUDD 122A.

Section 1.1: ___ / ___  
___/___ 12.e: Flu, exam, & passing the course (disjunction of implications).  
___/___ 14.e: A on Final, Every Exercise, A in class.  
___/___ 28.b: Converse, Contrapositive, Inverse of beach statement.  
___/___ 32.c: Truth table question  
___/___ 37.c: Truth table question

Section 1.3: ___ / ___  
___/___ 4.a: Verify disjunctive associativity  
___/___ 22: Combining conjunction of implications

Section 1.4: ___ / ___  
___/___ 16.c: Truth table question (quantified over reals)  
___/___ 50: Quantification doesn’t distribute

Section 1.5: ___ / ___  
___/___ 10.g: Nancy fooling people.  
___/___ 38.d: Negations: English to Symbols

Section 1.6: ___ / ___  
___/___ 10.b: Drawing conclusions about working in the sun.

Section 1.8: ___ / ___  
___/___ 30: No integer solutions to equation in x and y

GRADE: __________ out of __________ points